I approached the task of writing my thesis, convinced that learning should be rewarding, enjoyable and challenging. I was determined to write all of my experiences as a middle-aged woman that would be all of these things to those who read it – enjoyable to read, intellectually stimulating and applicable to their own lives.

The work on aging and middle-aged women reflects the quality of the process I experienced with the aid of the following individuals considered to be erudite scholars who enhanced the quality of this work and deserve recognition.

I am particularly indebted to my guide Dr. Jayashree, Professor of Sociology, Karnataka University, Dharwad, significant for both her heuristic concepts and her personal encouragement to help me synthesize the material. Her tutelage and stimulating critical thought continue to underpin my professional orientation.

Prof. C.A. Somashekarappa, Chairman, Department of Sociology, Karnataka University, Dharwad, deserves mention for his directness and sound judgement. I express my gratitude to Dr. Indira Jai Prakash, Professor of Psychology, Bangalore University, for providing ample literature; Professor Neeraja Fernandez, Principal of St. Xavier’s College, Goa, gave me the impetus in undertaking this challenging task. Internationally acclaimed noted researchers in gerontology, Professor P.V. Ramanurthi, Dr. D. Jamuna and Dr. Lalita of Research centre for Aging, Tirupati, provided guidance and feedback at various points.

Dr. D.P. Singh, Ashish Govekar and V. Siva Kumar of Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Deonar, Mumbai, deserve recognition for their excellent consultancy and guidance in data processing with ‘Statistical Package in Social Science’, not forgetting Prof. D.N. Sansanwal, Director and Co-ordinator, Special Assistance Programme (DRS), Indore, for the same and Dr. M.N. Megeri, Smt. K.S.J Arts and Commerce College for Women, Dharwad, for his guidance in Statistical interpretation of results.

I am grateful to Ms. Gowri and the Chief of Special Service, Ms. Meena Y. Reddy of American Information Resource Centre, United States Consulate of South India, Chennai, for providing me electronic data based references from foreign journals pertaining to my study.

It is my prime duty to reciprocate by placing on record my acknowledgement towards Dr. Ganesh Somayaji, Chairman, Department of Sociology, Goa University, Dr. N. Jairam, Director of 11SEC, Bangalore, Dr. R.B. Patil, Vice Principal of MES College, Goa for their unstinted co-operation.
Professor A.G. Mudbidri, Retd. Professor and Chairman, Department of Sociology, Karantak University, Dharwad was always a source of encouragement and inspiration.

Late Professor A.E. Punet, Retd., Chairman, Department of Sociology initiated me with comprehensive perspectives from which to approach the field.

Professor J. Kattakayam, Director, Academic Staff College, University of Kerala appreciated the nuances of my papers presented at the All India Sociological Conference on the topics on Ageing and presented me with a scholarly comment as a Research Committee member.

Besides these erudite scholars, I must acknowledge the secretary of Diocesan Society of Education, Rev. Fr. Zefferino for granting me leave to pursue my research; Mr. Tomazinho Cardozo, Ex-Speaker of Goa Assembly, with whose influence, I was able to meet and appeal to the Honourable Minister for Education, Goa, Mr. Luizinho Falerio to pursue my paper work for granting me paid study leave through Goa Government for a period of two years, as early as possible without any red tapism. I am also grateful to the staff of the Directorate of Higher Education, Goa for acting instantly. Dr. Rev. Fr. Simon Diniz, Dr. Ubaldina Noronha, Dr. Suhas Shetgoankar and Dr. Janet D’Souza deserve maximum gratitude and indebtedness for their sound advice throughout my research.

I thank profusely the Indian Council of Social Science Research, Western Region, Mumbai, for the Study Grant Award for visiting several libraries to collect research material and also for the use of Statistical Package for Social Sciences at Tata Institute of Social Sciences, which covered my travel, lodging, boarding and stationary needs and duplicating the expenses.

In a different way, I am indebted to all my respondents for presenting me as models of persons of middle age, who have shown conspicuous development all through the years of midlife development. I am also indebted to Jane Lobo, Department of Commerce, St. Xavier’s College, Mapusa for patiently computerizing the interviewed data.

I also acknowledge the assistance given to me by my research scholar colleagues at the Karantak University, Dharwad and hostel, where I spend most of my time during FIP. The intellectual and academic relationship that we shared is very much appreciated. The libraries I visited – I must admit all the librarians and attendants assisted me in accessing the library search, issuing the required books and xeroxing the needed material. I am grateful for their kind and patient gesture.

I deeply express my thanks to Smt. Shylaja Patil (Sonu D.T.P. Center) “Maltesh Krupa” Adishakti Colony, Saptapur, Dharwad, who typed the manuscript with great skill and patience. I thank Mahaganapathi Computers for the artistic coverpage and neat binding of the thesis.
I owe my thanks to my young friend Mr. Terence D’Souza for his patient tolerance who escorted me to the Bangalore University, IISEC, Indian Social Institute, the National Institute of Public Corporation for Child and Women Development, during my stay in Bangalore.

A very special thanks and a big God bless to my husband Allen, whose altruistic encouragement remained with me throughout, inspite all odds. I appreciate his full support and willingness in taking charge of the home in my absence from Goa. Indeed, I am a very fortunate middle-aged wife and mother and am unable to appropriately acknowledge in words the selfless sacrifice, inspiration and love bestowed on me by him and my daughters Charlotte and Chalom all throughout my academic pursuit.

Words fail but not the soul to pay obeisance to my late brother Michael Pereira who encouraged me all his life and helped me become what I am today.

It is the above crew who helped sail the ship into port on schedule. To each I am grateful.

Above all I thank God Almighty for strengthening me with the power of the Holy Spirit whose wisdom guided me in all my endeavours.
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